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ABSTRACT
During recent years, the trends in computer resource organization have seen the
replacement of the traditional mainframe computers and their timesharing terminals
with individual desktop workstations. These workstations can offer more computational
power than the mainframes of less than a decade ago.

With this distribution of

processing from the more traditional mainframe computer comes the need to share
peripheral resources among these desktop workstations. These include items such as
file systems, tape drives, printers, plotters, and graphics display devices. A common
way to share these among the multi-computer environment is to provide a transparent
gateway that allows each workstation to function as if it had a dedicated set of
peripherals.
As educational institutions and industry continue the trend of connecting their
computer systems in networks, a serious hole has developed - the ability to estimate
the throughput of their network.

This paper describes the development, use, and

verification of the Local Area Network Simulation Package (LANSIM). LANSIM
provides a means to determine the performance characteristics of any network adhering
to the ANSI/IEEE Std 802.3-1985 for local area networks. This will allow anyone to
simulate a proposed network and gain insight into such crucial topics as percent
utilization, aggregate data rates on the network, and response times - all prior to the
purchase and installation of the network.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades, there has been a steady shift in the trend of
computer system organization.

The 1970's saw the era of massive mainframe

computers using batch and interactive modes.

This configuration was based on a

single CPU, shared among all processes. Towards the end of that decade,
microprocessor technology had advanced far enough to allow each user to have his
own dedicated CPU in the form of a microcomputer. This allowed trivial tasks, such
as editing and data entry, to be offloaded from the very expensive mainframes to the
relatively inexpensive microcomputers.

As technology increased in the 1980' s, the

power of the microcomputers had become comparable to the early mainframes;
therefore a powerful computer could be created in the form of a desktop workstation.
This shift from a multi-user, single-CPU to a multi-user, multi-CPU environment
has brought upon the need to share peripheral resources among the many users. These
resources include file systems, tape drives, printers, plotters, and graphics display
devices. In comparison to the CPU resource, these devices are seldom used and the
cost and space requirements for all of these is prohibitive. These requirements make it
extremely desirable to allow each user to have access to each of these devices as if
they were his own set of dedicated peripherals, while only actually having a limited
number of the devices.
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Local Area Networks
A common way to share these resources within a multi-computer environment is
to provide a transparent gateway that allows each workstation to think it has a
dedicated set of peripherals. This entire collection of workstations and peripherals is
termed a local area network (LAN). Figure F-1 shows a high-level block diagram of a
possible LAN configuration.

File
Server

it

Tape
Drive

it

Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
Local Area Network ,

it
WorkStations

it
Terminal
Server

Figure F-1. Local Area Network Block Diagram.

Many different software and hardware configurations exist for linking the
equipment together.

These include token-ring networks, token-bus networks, and

carrier sense networks. This paper will focus on the latter form of a LAN, and more
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specifically, the ANSI/IEEE Std 802.3-1985 definition for the Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) access method. This standard includes
the hardware and software protocol for 1 to 20 Mbits/sec serial data networks,
including the most common application of this protocol, the ETHERNET.

The

ETHERNET is a CSMNCD protocol described in a specification written jointly

between Xerox Corporation, Digital Equipment Corporation, and Intel Corporation.
The ETHERNET specification served as the basis for the ANSI/IEEE 802.3-1985
Standard. Appendix A contains a brief summary of the standard. From this point on,
this paper will refer to the ANSI/IEEE 802.3-1985 Standard simply as the ANSI
Standard.
As educational institutions and industry continue the trend to connect their
computer systems in local networks, a serious hole has developed: the ability to
estimate the throughput of their network configuration.

The LANSINI Package
To fill this void, the Local Area Network Simulation package (LANSil\1) was
developed to allow performance evaluations of networks conforming to the ANSI
Standard. Through a description of the package's use, the reader will be introduced to
the CSMA/CD protocol as defined in the ANSI Standard.
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It is the intent of the LANSIM package to allow users, such as system
administrators, to simulate a proposed network and gain insight into such crucial topics
as percent utilization, aggregate data rates, and response times - all prior to the
purchase and installation of the network. This is a valuable asset because it can
identify cases of too little or too much power for the particular application, allowing
modification of the proposed system. The simulation can also be used to evaluate
proposed additions to a currently installed network to determine the impact the
network modification will have on the current system performance.
LANSIM is designed to allow the user to determine the operating characteristics
of a computer network, provided it is configured to resemble a CSMA/CD access
network. The user is given a means to set up the protocol for the network, define each
of the resources attached to the network, run the simulation, and obtain results on the
network and resource performance. The copy of LANSIM that accompanies this paper
was developed using Borland International' s Turbo Pascal, Version 3.0, and will run
on most PC-DOS/MS-DOS IBM Personal Computers and compatibles. The minimum
system requirements are outlined in Chapter III.

Probability Models
LANSIM is based on statistical modeling of inter-event timing and data transfer
sizes. The user is given the option of selecting between several different userconfigurable distributions, including the discrete uniform distribution, the normal
distribution, and the exponential distribution. It is assumed that the user of LANSIM
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has knowledge of each of these distributions and the density functions and parameters
that describe thefil A brief description of each of these distributions and their usage
in LANSIM is provided.

Verification
The LANSTh1 package models a rather complex communication protocol. To
verify the correct operation of the program, two deterministic network configurations
are simulated using LANSTh1. For each configuration, the expected performance
characteristics of the network are calculated by hand and the results compared with the
simulation output to verify the correct operation of LANSTh1. Additionally, the results
of these simulations are compared against the results of a commercially available
product, NETWORK II.5, to further verify LANSTh1's accuracy.

CHAPTER II
PROBABILITY MODELS

LANSIM allows the use of several user-controllable statistical distributions to
determine the occurrence of events. These include the uniform distribution, the normal
distribution, and the exponential distribution.

A description of each of these

distributions and their usage in LANSIM is provided. Each distribution is controlled
by the user through specifying the statistical parameters of the distribution's density
function. The algorithms used by LANSIM to generate the expected distributions are
presented in Appendix B.
Discrete Uniform Distribution
The simplest of all discrete probability distributions is one in which the random
variable assumes all its values with equal probability. Such a probability distribution is
called the uniform distribution.

If the random variable X

assumes the values

x 1, x 2, ... , Xt, with equal probability, then the discrete uniform distribution is given by

f (x; k)

1

= k'

(1)

= 0,

elsewhere .

The function is denoted f (x ; k) to indicate it is a function of the parameter k, which
is the number of discrete samples in the distribution.

Associated with the uniform

distribution are values for the mean, µ, and the variance,

a2.
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The mean and variance of
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the discrete uniform distribution f (x ; k) are

(2)

and

k

I,(xi - µ)2

(3)

cr2 = _i=_1_ __
k

(Walpole and Myers, 1972).
In discussions with several possible users of LANSW, it was determined that the
most intuitive way to specify the uniform distribution is by entering a minimum value,
a maximum value, and the parameter k. For example, consider the specification for
the time between files transfer in which the time could be time = 3, 4, ... , 8, 9 seconds,
in increments of one second, with each time having an equal likelihood of occurring.

The mean for this distribution is µ
inter-transfer

time

would

be

=

6 and the variance is

specified

as

a

cr2

uniform

=

4. In LANSW, this

distribution

with

the

min_value = 3, the max_value = 9, and k = 7. A histogram of this example uniform

distribution is shown in Figure F-2.
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f (x; 7)
1
7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure F-2. Example Discrete Uniform Distribution Histogram.

Normal Distribution
A very important continuous probability distribution in the field of statistics is the
normal distribution. Its graph is the bell-shaped curve shown in Figure F-3 that

describes the distribution of so many sets of data which occur in nature, industry, and
research (Walpole and Myers, 1972).
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n (x; µ, cr)

X

µ

Figure F-3. Normal Distribution Curve.

A random variable X having the bell-shaped distribution shown in Figure F-3 is
called a normal random variable. The mathematical expression for the probability
distribution of the continuous normal variable depends on two parameters: the mean,

µ , and the standard deviation, a. The density function of the normal random variable
X , with mean µ and variance

n(x;µ, a)

cr2, is

= -~
-v21tcr

where

7t

= 3.14159 ... and

e

e-(1 / 2)[(x-µ)lcr]2 ,

-oo<x

<oo,

(4)

= 2.71828.... Similar to the uniform distribution, the

normal mean, µ, is the average expected value from the distribution. The normal curve
is symmetric about µ.
distributed event.

LANSIM accepts inputs for µ and a to describe a normal
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Additionally, the program has a control called normal_dist_clipping which, if
enabled, will cause the ends of the normal distribution to be clipped to within the
number of specified standard deviations or range of values specified by the user.
Figure F-4 shows a normal curve that has been clipped at three standard deviations.
Table T-1 outlines the probability of a sample occurring within a specified maximum
number of standard deviations, m, from the mean. The user can also clip data between
a range by specifying the minimum and maximum value of the distribution. The
clipping will allow the user to closely control the overall range of data and eliminate
the extremely low probability values which may never occur in the system. Since the
normal distribution has some probability for any value between x = ±

00 ,

negative

values or extremely large values may be generated by the distribution. Such numbers
would an inappropriate values for certain situations. For example, a normal distributed
file size with µ = 200 Kb could generate a value of X = 1300 Kb. If the disk drive
had a capacity of only 1200 Kb, then the value generated by the distribution would be
meaningless because the file size exceeds the capacity of the disk drive. It must be
stressed that enabling clipping will cause the generated distribution to deviate from the
theoretical normal curve. The amount of error depends on the selected number of
standard deviations or the range of allowed values, where the smaller the number or
tighter the range, the greater the difference from the theoretical normal distribution.
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n (x; µ, a)

µ-3a

µ

X

µ+3a

Figure F-4. Clipped Normal Distribution Curve.

TABLE T-1

SAMPLE RANGES FOR THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION n (x; µ, a)
m, THE MAXIMUM NUMBER

Pr{µ-ma<X <µ +ma}

OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

38.30
68.26
86.64
95.44
98.76
99.74
99.96
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Exponential Distribution
The exponential distribution has many applications in the field of statistics,
particularly in the areas of reliability and waiting times or queuing problems. The
density function governing an exponentially distributed continuous random variable X
with parameter

Pis given by

f (x;~)

= ~ e •xi~,

X

= 0,

elsewhere,

>0

(5)

where '3>0 (Walpole and Myers, 1972).
Figure F-5 shows the exponential distribution for
input for

f3

p=

1.0. LANSIM accepts an

to create the desired exponential distribution.

f (x; '3)
1.0

0.5

X

0

1

2

3

4

Figure F-5. Exponential Distribution Curve

5

(P = 1.0).

6
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Similar to the Normal Distribution, a clipping flag, exp_dist_ clipping, is defined
to allow the simulation to throw out values that are generated by the distribution
outside a user specified range. If clipping for the exponential distribution is enabled,
the minimum and maximum values generated by the distribution must be specified.
As with clipping the normal function, clipping the exponential distribution will inject
error into the pureness of the function with the amount of error related to the
parameter

p

and selected range allowable values.

An example of the use of the

exponential distribution is the specification of the file inter-transfer time of a computer
on a network.

Specifying Distributions in LANSIM
This section outlines the method of specifying a desired distribution to the
LANSIM program. The notation used to describe the input is as follows:

[n ]

Optional Value n

n Im

Enter either n or m

"n"

Enter explicitly n (without the quotes)

All other entries are floating-point values and must be entered in the order shown.
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Discrete Uniform Distribution
A discrete uniform distribution is specified in LANSIM as follows:

"U"

min value

max value

k

where the min_value is the lowest value the distribution should generate, max_value is
the largest value the distribution should generate, and the parameter k is the number of
discrete values the distribution can generate.

Normal Distribution
A normal distribution is specified in LANSIM as follows:

"N"

µ

cr

[ number of a

min value

max value ]

where µ is the mean and cr is the standard deviation of the distribution. If either of the
optional parts are entered, normal_dist_ clipping will be enabled for this distribution.
The clipping will be done based on the number of standard deviations or the range
between the min value and max value , depending upon the input.

Exponential Distribution
An exponential distribution is specified in LANSIM as follows:

"E"

where

P is

p [ min_value

max value ]

the parameter defining the exponential distribution. If the optional part of
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the specification is entered, exp_dist_ clipping will be enabled for this distribution. The
clipping will be done based on the range between the min_value and max value.

CHAPTER III

USING LANSIM

This chapter provides the user with all of the basics needed to begin using
LANSIM simulation of CSMA/CD local area network configurations. LANSIM is
geared for the individual who is charged with evaluating different networking schemes
for a specific application, such as linking several IBM PCs together into a common
network for the implementation of a paperless factory. It is assumed that the user of
LANSIM is not new to the computer world; therefore, this paper will omit the very
basic issues such as how to tum on a computer or format a disk. If there are problems
of this sort, the user should refer to the DOS manual and any getting started
documentation that accompanied the computer system.

The LANSIM system is

designed with a relatively simple user interface to allow the new or inexperienced user
to be productive in a very short time. The computer requirements, LANSIM file
system, system configuration, and general program use are discussed in this chapter.

System Requirements
The LANSIM simulation package runs on all IBM Personal Computers operating
under PC-DOS 2.1 and higher and most MS-DOS PC compatibles. The system is
compatible with both monochrome and CGA graphics display modes. The minimum
free memory space required is 256Kb. Only one 360Kb double-sided, double-density
floppy-disk drive is required, though dual floppies or a floppy and hard disk
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combination is highly recommended. The program is computationally intensive and is
capable of utilizing

a math coprocessor.

The minimum required computer

configuration is summarized in Table T-2.

TABLE T-2
MINIMUM COMPUTER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

OPTION
-Display
Memory
Disk Drives
Coprocessor

QUANTITY AND/OR TYPE
Monochrome or Color Graphics
256Kb
1-360Kb DS/DD Floppy
not installed

In addition to the basic hardware requirements, the program necessitates the use
of an editor to create and modify the input data files. Any editor or word processor
that will produce an ASCII output file with no embedded control characters can be
used. If one of these is not available, the user should refer to the operating system
documentation for an alternative such as EDLIN, a line editor shipped with PC-DOS
for IBM Personal Computers.

Program Diskette
It is highly recommended that a copy of the original disk be made prior to
executing the simulation. The system disk contains several files, two of which are
executable programs. The other files contain default data used or created by the system
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for a demonstration network configuration. Table T-3 summarizes all of the files found
on the program diskette. Two totally different versions of the LANSIM program are
contained on the disk: one for computer systems without math coprocessors,
LANSIM.COM, and one for systems with a coprocessor installed, LANSIM87.COM.
The LANSIM.COM version will run on machines with or without the coprocessor.
However, running the LANSIM87.COM version on a non-coprocessor machine will
usually lock-up the computer, requiring the user to reset it.
The coprocessor version supports both the Intel 8087 chip for Intel 8088/86/186
rrucroprocessor based machines and the Intel 80287 chip for Intel 80286/386
microprocessor based machines. For all future discussions in this paper, the noncoprocessor version will be referenced.
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TABLE T-3
LANSIM PROGRAM DISKETTE FILES
FILENAME
LANSilvt.COM

DESCRIPTION
The Simulation Program (non-coprocessor version)

LANSIM87.COM

The Simulation Program (coprocessor version)

DEMOl.RUN
DEMOl.NET
DEMOl.RES
DEMOl.OUT
DEMOl .LOG

Sample Execution Control Program
Sample Physical Network Database
Sample Resource Database
Sample Database Execution Results
Sample Database Warning File

DEM02.RUN
DEM02.NET
DEM02.RES
DEM02.0UT
DEM02.LOG

Sample Execution Control Program
Sample Physical Network Database
Sample Resource Database
Sample Database Execution Results
Sample Database Warning File

README.lST

Latest Program Information

Simulation Database
The LANSIM system maintains a database representing the physical network and
the network resources. The physical network refers to the actual communication cable
and the governing communication protocol that is being simulated. The network
resources refer to all devices attached to the physical network including workstations,
host computers, printers, plotters, file systems, and terminals. The program references
two files that describe the network configuration.

These files must be named

database.NET and database.RES, where database is the name passed to LANSIM

when it is executed. The formats for these two files are outlined in Appendix C.
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The Network Model
The network definition is contained in the file database.NET. The LANSII\1
diskette contains a sample network definition file, DEMO l .NET. The parameters in
this file represent a very common 10 Mb its/sec LAN protocol as described in the
ANSI Standard.

It is recommended that the DEMO 1.NET file be copied to

database .NET. The database.NET file can then be modified to model the network

being simulated. The user should be certain to verify that the units for the values being
entered in the file match the units specified in this paper. The parameters that can be
modified to describe the physical network are described below.

This section is

concluded with a list of the default physical network parameters.

Bandwidth. This value describes the bit-serial data rate for the CSMA/CD LAN. The
ANSI Standard defines a communication protocol that encompasses rates from 1
MbiUsec to 20 Mbits/sec. The program allows values outside of this standard range.
If the entered bandwidth violates the ANSI Standard, a warning will be entered into

the simulation log file, database.LOG, at the start of the program execution.

Frame Format. The frame format is a breakdown of a complete data packet sent from
one device to another over the physical network. Figure F-6 shows the different fields
that form a frame.

Most of the fields are fixed length, but one is manufacturer-

specific, and others are transfer data dependent The program provides the option to
set the manufacturer-specific field and the range of valid frame sizes to reflect the
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particular hardware implementation. The data that would actually occupy the fields,
such as the addresses and preamble, are of little consequence to the program. The
only concern here is to accurately reflect the overhead involved with each data transfer
by depicting the exact frame size.

7 Bytes
1 Byte

PREAMBLE
START FRAME DELIMITER

2 or 6 Bytes

DESTINATION ADDRESS

2 or 6 Bytes

SOURCE ADDRESS

2 Bytes

LENGTII
DATA
PAD DATA

4 Bytes

FRAME CHECK DATA

/ __

Bits Within
Transmitted
LSB-to-MSB

~ Frame

_J

Figure F-6. Frame Format.

Bytes Within
Frame Transmitted
Top-to-Bottom
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Source/Destination Address Size.

This parameter determines the number of bytes,

eight-bit packets, that form the address field. The ANSI Standard allows for values of
2 and 6 bytes, 16 and 48 bits, respectively.

This value is determined by the

manufacturer's implementation of the network. However, LANSIM will accept values
other than 2 or 6, but will generate a warning in the database.LOG, file to inform the
user that the network was in violation of the ANSI Standard.

Frame Size Definition.

The data size values, min_data _size and max_data _size,

specify the valid range of data that will be transferred during each frame. When
transferring large packets of data, the data will be sent in max_data _size packets until
the remaining amount of data is less than max_data _size. If the remaining amount is
greater than min_data_size, then a data packet the size of the remaining amount of
data is sent; otherwise, a min_data _size packet is sent. If the amount of data is less
than min_data _size, then the data packet size is forced to min_data_size using the pad
field.

Inter Frame Gap. This parameter specifies the minimum wait time between data
transfers. A transfer is defined as the transmission of one frame from one node on the
network to another node. The interJrame _gap parameter is entered in microseconds,
(µsec = 1o-6 seconds).
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Slot Time. The slot_time is defined as the minimum possible frame time and must be
less than the defined minJrame_size. This value is used for collision handling to
determine the collision window. This window defines the interval of time from the
start of a transfer to the point at which a node has successfully acquired the network,
provided no collisions have been sensed. In the event of a collision, the slot_time is
also used to calculate the wait time prior to attempting to retransmit the data.
The slot_time can be modified to incorporate the effects of the propagation delay
of the physical network and also the response time in detecting multiple carriers on the
network. The slot_time is referenced in bytes, rather than time, to keep it independent
of the LAN bandwidth. The simulation will convert the value internally to the time it
would take to transmit the specified number of bytes using the defined bandwidth.

Backoff Limit. The backoff_limit determines the number of slot times that will be
waited before retransmitting a collided frame.

After a collision, the number of

slot times to wait before the nth retransmission attempt is chosen as a uniformly

distributed random integer, r, in the range

(6)

where

k = min(n, backoff _limit).

(7)

This method is known as a truncated binary exponential backoff. For each collision
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that is detected prior to reaching the backoff_limit, the required wait time before
retransmitting increases exponentially.

Attempt Limit. The attempt_limit defines the maximum number of retries for collisions
that will be made for a given frame prior to aborting the scheduled transfer. If the
attempt_limit is reached, the LANSIM simulation will log the failure in the
database.LOG file and continue with the simulation. The frame that caused the failure

will be rescheduled for transfer until it is successfully sent. It should be noted that
while a model is attempting to retransfer a collided frame, all pending transfers for that
model are suspended until processing of the retransfer is successful.

Jam Size. The jam _size determines the number of bytes to be transmitted by a node
when it detects a collision. This is to ensure that the duration of the collision is
sufficient to be noticed by all transmitting parties on the LAN.

Error Rate. The error_rate value defines, the number of errors that occur on the
physical network. This parameter is not a function of the ANSI Standard, but is
provided to allow modeling of communication errors and failures on the network. In
the event of a failure, the receiving node will schedule the immediate transfer of a
min_data_size frame to be transferred to the original sender indicating that a failure

was detected. When this frame is received by the original sender, the node will
-reschedule the original transfer. However, if the receiver of the erred frame is a receive
only node, no retransfer will be scheduled. All errors that occur on the network will
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be noted in the database.LOG file. The error_rate default is specified as the rate of
failures per seconds, _f_.
sec

Physical Network Defaults. The default parameters shipped with the LANSIM
simulation accurately emulate a 10 Mbits/sec LAN defined by the ANSI Standard.
These parameters are summarized in Table T-4.

TABLE T-4
LANSIM PHYSICAL NETWORK DEFAULTS

VARIABLE
bandwidth
address size
min- data- size
max- data- size
interframe_gap
slot time
backoff limit
attempt_limit
jam_size
error- rate

DEFAULT

UNITS

10
6
46
1500
9.6
64
10
16
4

Mbits/sec
bytes
bytes
bytes
µsec
bytes
times
times
bytes
-f
sec

0

Host Models
A host is considered a resource in which data are requested from or sent to. It is
always the follower, awaiting a command from somewhere on the network to either
send or receive data. This model should be used to implement file servers, mainframes
with terminals attached, and most peripheral devices (e.g., printers, plotters, tape
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drives, etc.).

The models have the ability to queue requests such that if two

workstations request large data files from a file server, one will be serviced prior to the
other, on a first-come, first-served basis. This allows a realistic handling of resources
and provides a more accurate service time to the workstation models. Many parameters
must be defined for each host model on the network. The parameters for describing the
host models on the network are entered in the database.RES file. A sample host model
is shown in the file DEMOl.RES.

Resource Type. This parameter indicates that this model is a host resource. A value of
"H ' must be entered for this field.

Description. The description value defines the physical reference to this particular type
of device. This is the value that will be used to label the formatted output. The
description is an ASCII string of length 1 to 24 characters.

Node ID. The node_id descriptor is a unique six-character value that is used to label
the host when specifying source and destination paths between models.

Effective Transfer Rate. This value determines the transfer rate at which this particular
device operates and is entered as Mbits per second. For example, a VAX host may
send data at an effective rate of 1.5 Mbits/sec.
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Workstation Models
The workstation model is used to represent devices which send data to hosts and
receive data which they have requested. Typically, these include personal computers
and engineering workstations. These are the devices which will send data to or request
data from the host models and peripheral devices. For example, a workstation may
request files for editing every 12 minutes from server X, and request a file to be sent
to printer Y every 23 minutes. The simulation will allow a nearly limitless number of
communication links to other devices, each with its own set of distributions. For each
workstation model, the following parameters are required to be entered in the
database.RES file. A sample workstation model is shown in the DEMOl.RES file and

should be used as a basis for creating the workstation model descriptions.

Resource Type. This parameter indicates that this model is a workstation resource. A
value a "W" must be entered for this field.

Description. The description value defines the physical reference to this particular type
of device. This is the value that will be used to label the formatted output. The
description is an ASCII string of length 1 to 24 characters.

Quantity. This value informs the simulation of the number of a given model type
attached to the network. All statistics gathered will represent the mean of the
individual values for each of a particular type of workstation. The program will accept
quantity values in the range 1 to 9999.
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Node ID. The node_id descriptor is a unique six-character value that is used to label
the workstation when describing source and destination paths between models.

Effective Transfer Rate. This value determines the transfer rate at which this particular
devices operates, entered as a rate of bits per second. For example, a SUN workstation
may send data at an effective rate of 2.3 Mbits/sec.

Communication Links. Several items must be entered for each of the nodes on the
LAN that the current workstation model will communicate with. Each of these values
is described below.

Destination ID. The destination_id describes the node_id of the network model, either
host or workstation, that is to receive the data or the request for data. If the destination
model was described with a quantity value n, where n > 1, then the transfers to this
model type will be randomly made, on a per transfer basis, to one of the n models.
This only applies for transfers to workstation models since host models only have a
quantity of one.

Request or Send. This field is used to specify whether this transfer is strictly to send
data to another model, such as a tape drive or request data from another model, such
as a file server drive. To specify a request node, enter "R", and to specify a send
node, enter "S".
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Inter-Arrival Time Distribution.

The inter- arrival- time- dist distribution selection

determines which statistical distribution the program will use to generate the time, in
seconds, until the next initiated transfer on the LAN by this workstation. Depending on
the distribution selected, the specific parameters governing the distribution must be
entered. The syntax for entering the distributions is described in Chapter II.

Filesize Distribution. The filesize _ dist parameter defines which statistical distribution
the program will use to generate the data size, in bytes, for the next initiated transfer
on the LAN by this workstation. Depending on the distribution selected, the specific
parameters governing the distribution must be entered. The syntax for entering the
distributions is described in Chapter II.

Acceptable Transfer Time. LANSIM allows for tracking the time that a total transfer
takes, such as the time from when a request for data is first attempted until the entire
file has been received. The unacceptable_time describes the time at which the transfer
becomes unacceptable. Any unacceptable transfers are logged in the database .LOG
file, and a count of unacceptable transfers is available in the final reports generated by
the program.

Simulation Executive
The heart of the program is an event-scheduler which determines when the next
data transfer for each network resource will occur, resolves network collisions, and
allocates resources such as printers, plotters, and file systems. The execution of the
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LANSIM program is controlled by the contents of the database.RUN file. The format
of this file is shown in Appendix C and an example is provided on the diskette in the
DEMOl.RUN file. This file should be copied and used as a basis for creating the
execution control program for the database being simulated. The contents of the file to
define the simulation environment is outlined in Table T-5.

TABLE T-5
LANSIM EXECUTION CONTROL PARAMETERS

PARAMETER

VALUE

Simulation Duration
Averaging Window
Simulation Start State
Printer Size
Initialize Randomizer
LOG ANSI/IEEE 802.3 Violations
LOG Average Statistics
LOG Collisions
LOG Network Errors
LOG Rescheduled Transfers
LOG Unacceptable Transfers

time, in seconds
time, in seconds
0 = steady-state, 1 = worst-case
number of printer columns
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes

Once the three input files database.RUN, database.NET, and database.RES,
have been created, the LANSIM program can be executed. To begin execution, enter

A> LANSIM [database]

<return> ,

where database is an optional command-line argument to specify the base filename of
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the network to be simulated. If no argument is given, the program will prompt the
user for the database name. The program will read the entire network configuration
and, if no errors are detected, begin the simulation.

Upon completion of the

simulation, the program will record all information that was generated during
execution in the database.LOG file and all final simulation results in the
database.OUT file.

Interpreting Results
Once the program execution is completed, the simulation results can be reviewed.
Two files are created during the simulation, database.LOG and database.OUT. The
database.LOG file contains messages generated during the program's execution,

including errors, warnings, and interim status at intervals controlled by the
averaging_window in the database.RUN file. A list of possible error and warning

messages that may be written to the database.LOG file is included in Appendix E.
The database.OUT file contains the final information about the physical network
response and information gathered about each host and workstation resource. The
detailed information recorded in the output files is shown in the next sections. Two
sample files, DEMOl.LOG and DEMOl.OUT, are included on the LANSIM diskette
to show the results of a sample simulation. Printed copies of these are shown in
Appendix D.
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Physical Network Statistics
This report, the first page of the database.OUT file, outlines the run-time response
of the network. The data provided in this report are
• the total simulation time,
• the overall aggregate data rate,
• the overall percent utilization of the LAN,
• the overall mean number of nodes waiting for a data request,
• the total number of transfers,
• the total number of unacceptable transfers,
• the total number of collisions,
• the total number of errors,
and
• the total amount of data transferred.

Additionally, the aggregate data rate, mean number of requesting nodes, and network
utilization values for the last averaging_window are shown.
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Host Model Statistics
The information gathered about the host models are shown on the second page of
the simulation report. These models are the followers of the network and do not
initiate actions. For each host model type in the network the report has
• the description,
• the node ID,
• the number of requests for data that were handled,
and
• the number of collisions during transfers.

Workstation Model Statistics
The workstation models generate a rather large report. Included in this report is
• the description,
• the quantity,
• the node ID,
• the mean number of transfers,
• the mean number of collisions,
• the number of acceptable transfers,
and
• the number of unacceptable transfers.

CHAPTER IV

LANSIM NE1WORK EXAMPLES

This chapter is dedicated to the verification of the LANSIM program through the
comparison of LANSIM' s results with hand calculated expected results for two
simulation runs. Each of the simulations is based on the same physical network and
resource configuration. In this configuration there is a file server host model and two
workstation models. This basic configuration is shown in Figure F-7. The parameters
for the physical network are the same as the system defaults shown in Table T-4.
Two 10-second simulation runs will be made with this network configuration. The
first will start the simulation in steady state by setting the sim start state parameter to

-

-

-

zero. This will cause the start time for each model's first transfer to be one-half of the
value returned from the distribution selected for that model's inter-transfer time. The
second run will use exactly the same configuration only started in worst-case, where
each model's first transfer is scheduled for time = 0.0. In both of these cases, the
inter-transfer times and data sizes have been fixed to a discrete value by using the
uniform distribution with the low and high values equal to each other and setting k =
1. By doing this, the exact response of the network can be calculated.
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Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
Local Area Network

ws
Type II

Figure F-7. Network Configuration for LANSTh1 Verification.

The program will be verified by comparing the expected percent utilization and
aggregate data rate with those generated by LANSIM for each of the two simulation
runs. The percent utilization, PU, is defined as the total time the network is either
busy or unavailable divided by the total elapsed time.

PU

= total unavail time

+ total frame time

total time

(8)

The network is considered busy during any time a frame is transferred, and is
considered unavailable whenever an interframe gap is in effect or when a collision is
in progress. The aggregate data rate, ADR, is defined as the total amount of real data
transferred across the network divided by the total elapsed time.
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ADR =

total data
total time

(9)

Verification Run One
For this verification run, the workstations have been set up as outlined in Table
T-6.

TABLE T-6
VERIFICATION CONFIGURATION ONE
MODEL
NETFS
WS Tl
ws T2

FUNCTION
Network File Server
Send Files to NETFS
Req Files from NETFS

INIT Tx
1 sec
2 sec

INTER-Tx
2 sec
4 sec

FILE SIZE

192,000 bytes
384,000 bytes

To determine the expected ADR and PU for this configuration, the total number
of file transfers for each device must be determined. The NETFS model will only send
data in response to requests from WS_T2, which will send requests at times 2 and 6
seconds. Each request consists of one min_data _size frame sent to the NETFS model.
The NETFS model will respond by sending max_data _size frames of data until the
requested 384,000 bytes are transferred. Using the default max_data_size of 1500 bytes
per frame, each file transfer will require

384,000 bytes = 256 frames.
1500 bytes
frame

(10)
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The WS-Tl model will begin file transfers at times 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 seconds, which
should ensure collisions with the other network models will not occur. Each file is
192,000 bytes and will require

192,000 bytes = 128 frames
bytes
1500
frame

(11)

to transfer the file to the NETFS model.
Each frame consists of a header portion and a data portion, as shown in Figure
F-6. The size of the header portion is

frame_ overhead = 2 * address_size + 14 bytes .

(12)

The 14 in the previous equation accounts for the fixed-sized fields of the preamble,
start frame delimeter, length specifier, and frame check sequence. The default
address_size used is 6 bytes, which results in a frame_ overhead of 26 bytes. Each of

the data frames described above contains exactly 1500 bytes of data. For the data file
frames, the total frame size is

dataJrame_size

=

26 + 1500

=

1526 bytes

=

12208 bits.

(13)

This frame size is converted to a time using the specified bandwidth of the physical
network. The default value of 10 Mbits/sec is used for these examples. Using this
value, a max_data _size frame will require
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12208 bits
dataJrame_time = - - - - - - - - = 0.0012208 seconds
10,000,000 bits
seconds

(14)

to be transferred.
The size and time for a request frame are calculated in the same manner using the
min_data _size of 46 bytes as the data size for the frame. This results in the following

size and time:

reqJ rame_size = 26 + 46 = 72 bytes = 576 bits .

(15)

576 bits
reqJrame_time = - - - - - - - - = 0.0000576 seconds.
10,000,000 bits
seconds

(16)

A summary of the previous calculations and the extensions for each model are
shown in Tables T-7 and T-8.

TABLE T-7
MODEL RESULTS OF CONFIGURATION ONE - PART A

MODEL
NETFS
WS Tl
ws T2
TOTAL

TRANSFERS

FRAMES
TRANSFER

2
5
2

256
128
1

FRAMES
512
640
2
1154
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TABLE T-8
MODEL RESULTS OF CONFIGURATION ONE - PART B

MODEL
NETFS
WS Tl
WS T2

DATA
TRANSFER
384,000
192,000

DATA
768,000
960,000

TOTAL

SECONDS
FRAME

SECONDS

0.0012208
0.0012208
0.0000576

0.6250496
0.7813120
0.0001152
1.4064768

1,728,000

One additional time must be considered for this example, the interJrame _gap. This
time must be used in the network utilization calculations since the network is not
available during this period. The default value of 9.6 microseconds is used. This time
is appended to each frame that is transferred. For the 1154 frames that are transferred,
the total unavailable time due to the interJrame _gap is

total_unav_time

=

1154 * 0.0000096

=

0.0110784 seconds.

(17)

From the previous calculations, the expected ADR and PU are

ADR

=

1,728,000 bytes
10.0 seconds

= 13,824,000 bits = 1. 3824 Mbits.
10.0 seconds

sec

PU = 0.0110784 + 1.4064764 seconds = 0.14175552 = 14.1756 %.
10.0 seconds

(18)

(19)
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LANSIM was run using the aforementioned configuration, and the results shown
in Table T-9. Note that the program produced the same results as hand calculations.

TABLE T-9
LANSIM RESULTS FOR VERIFICATION RUN ONE

PARAMETER

LANSIM

CALCULATED

TOTAL TIME
TOT AL COLLISION
TOT AL FRAMES
TOTAL DATA TRANSFERRED
AGGREGATE DATA RATE
PERCENT UTILIZATION

10.0 seconds
0
1154
13,824,000 bits
1.3824 Mbits/sec
14.1756 %

10.0 seconds
0
1154
13,824,000 bits
1.3824 Mbits/sec
14.1756 %

Verification Run Two
The second verification run uses the same network configuration and simulation
run time (10.0 seconds). The only difference is that the network will start in a worsecase state such that the first transfer for each model is scheduled to occur at time =
0.0. This guarantees that some collisions will occur; the exact number, however, is
indeterminate since the collision handling is based on a random-number. It will be
assumed that no collisions will occur in order to obtain the best possible ADR and PU.
The same method of calculation will be followed to determine the performance
characteristics as were used for verifying configuration one. Since the starting time for
the first transfer differs from the previous configuration, the number of transfers for
each model must be found. The WS T2 model will send a file to the NETFS model
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at times 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 seconds for a total of 5 transfers. The WS Tl model will
request data files at times 0, 4, and 8 seconds for a total of 3 transfers. Using the same
calculation methods as for verifying configuration one, the resultant model parameters
are shown in Tables T-10 and T-11.

TABLE T-10
MODEL RESULTS OF CONFIGURATION TWO - PART A

MODEL

TRANSFERS

NETFS
WS Tl
ws T2

FRAMES

TRANSFER
256
128
1

3
5
3

TOTAL

FRAMES

768
640
3
1411

TABLE T-11
MODEL RESULTS OF CONFIGURATION TWO - PART B

MODEL
NETFS
WS Tl
WS T2
TOTAL

DATA
TRANSFER

DATA

384,000
192,000

1,152,000
960,000
2,112,000

SECONDS
FRAME

SECONDS

0.0012208
0.0012208
0.0000576

0.9375744
0.7813120
0.0001728
1.7190592
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For the 1411 frames that are transferred, the total unavailable time is .

total_unav_time = 1411 * 0.0000096 = 0.0135456 seconds.

(20)

From these tables of values, the expected ADR and PU are

ADR = 2,112,000 bytes = 16,896,000 bits = 1. 6896 Mbits.
10.0 seconds
10.0 seconds
sec

(21)

PU = 0.0135456 + 1.7190592 seconds = 0 _17326048 = 17 _3260 %.
10.0 seconds
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LANSIM was run using the aforementioned configuration, and the results shown
m Table T-12. Note that the program produced the same results as the calculated
expected results, with the e_xception of the percent utilization.

TABLE T-12
LANSIM RESULTS FOR VERIFICATION RUN TWO

PARAMETER

LANSIM

CALCULATED

TOTAL TIME
TOT AL COLLISION
TOT AL FRAMES
TOTAL DATA TRANSFERRED
AGGREGATE DATA RATE
PERCENT UTILIZATION

10.0 seconds
12
1411
16,896,000 bits
1.6896 Mbits/sec
17.3307 %

10.0 seconds
0
1411
16,896,000 bits
1.6896 Mbits/sec
17.3260 %

Since the occurrences of collisions are based on random numbers (for the backoff time
before retransmitting), the exact number of collisions that will occur for a given
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simulation run is impossible to predict. Therefore, the number of collisions detected
during the simulation run will be used to verify the PU for this configuration. Each
collision impacts the time the network is unavailable, thus increasing the percent
utilization. It is assumed that each collision will be detected in the middle of the
collision window. This window is defined by the slot_time which, for the verification
runs, is 512 bits. When a collision is detected, a jam packet is sent out to alert each
node on the network that a collision has occurred. Again, using the default simulation
values, the jam _size = 32 bits. One additional time is involved in a collision, the
interJrame _gap. This interval of time must be waited after the jam packet prior to

the next node using the network. From this, the average total time a collision impacts
performance is

coll time

=

0.5 * slot time + jam size + 0.0000096
lO,OOO,OOO bits
sec

=

0.0000384 seconds.
(23)

Using this time for the 12 detected collisions, the total time the network is occupied
becomes

PU = 0.0135456 + 1.7190592 + 12 * 0.0000384 = 0.17330656 = 17.3307 %. (24)
10.0

This new expected value exactly matches the results produced by the LANSIM
program.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

The LANSIM program is presented as an option to fulfill the need to simulate
local area networks. The program is specifically designed to simulate LAN s adhering
to the ANSI/IEEE Std 802.3-1985 for local area networks utilizing carrier sense
multiple access with collision detection as the bus access method. The use of this
computer package is discussed, including the statistical distributions used by the
program, the user interface, file formats, and hardware requirements. Additionally, a
chapter was devoted to verifying the accuracy of the simulation and another to a
comparison of LANSIM to a commercially available product.

Probability Distributions
The three probability distributions that the LANSIM program can use to simulate
inter-transfer times and files sizes were presented. These are the discrete uniform
distribution, the normal distribution, and the exponential distribution. With each of
these, a brief description of the distribution, its density function, and a discussion of
the parameters needed to generate the distribution is presented. The method used by
LANSIM to generate each of these distributions is presented in Appendix B.
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LANSIM Usage

The data file based user interface is explained and the contents of the three
control input files outlined. The method of executing the program is explained and a
list of the data recorded during a typical simulation presented.

A complete

demonstration network example is included on the LANSIM system diskette for
reference.

LANSIM Accuracy
Two network configurations were used to generate performance characteristics
from LANSIM to be compared against analytical calculations. These were based on
deterministic parameters such that the exact output of the simulation was predictable.
In both cases, the results produced by LANSIM matched the expected results
calculated by hand.

Future Expansion

User Interface
The LAN SIM program's user interface is still crude in comparison to an average
commercial program. The intent of the current interface is to provide an extremely
simple interface to the program so that the user is required to learn as little as possible
and can perform all of the simulation setup in the editor of his choice. There are
several areas that should be enhanced. These include file handling and naming to allow
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separately specified filenames and paths for each of the three input files and to provide
the ability to name the output files.

Additionally, more error handling should be

provided when reading the input files to identify, by file and line number, known
errors as they occur. Finally, the file formats should be relaxed to provide a more
flexible user interface.

Distributions
The three distributions provided with the system should meet most system needs.
File sizes tend to be normally or uniformly distributed and inter-transfer times tend to
be exponentially distributed. If the user has studied the actions of a network and
needs additional functions, then the ability to add a user-definable distribution should
be provided. This would provide extreme flexibility in configuring the simulation and
would allow the modeling of non-standard distributions.

Other Protocols
The basic design of the LANSIM package should be slightly modified to allow
the simulation of other communication protocols including the ANSI/IEEE Std 802.4
and 802.5 for busses and rings that utilize token passing. Additionally, some of the
capabilities pointed out by NETWORK II.5 could also be incorporated, such as
interrupt priority and fixed priority.
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Output Reports
This is probably the weakest part of the LANSIM package. The number and type
of reports should be expanded. Additionally, an option should be provided to allow the
user to configure the report layouts and set up the printing controls to take advantage
of their specific printer.

Portability
If the LANSIM program is upgraded, it would be beneficial to recode the
program in C and separate all graphics routines to make a generic, portable program.
The code could then be recompiled to run on many different computers, expanding the
possible user base.

Comparison to Other Programs
A comparison between LANSIM and the commercial product NETWORK II.5
was made. NETWORK II.5 is by far the more flexible program, being able to
simulate almost any communication environment.

The program has a mode to

simulate CSMA/CD networks. The configuration used to verify LANSIM was run
using NETWORK II.5 and the results are shown compared against LAN SIM' s results
in Table T-13. The difference in the percent utilization value can be attributed to the
way the NETWORK II.5 handles the interJrame _gap. The interJrame _gap is only
invoked if the physical network was in use at the time a node attempted a transfer.
This is not a correct implementation of the ANSI Standard, which the NETWORK II.5
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documentation claims is implemented.

The second verification run used with

LANSIM was also run using NETWORK II.5. Two more problems were uncovered.
First, the jam_size is not implemented, and second, conditions can arise in which a
model can collide with itself. Both of these problems make a comparison between
LANSIM and NETWORK II.5 for this configuration impractical.

TABLE T-13
LANSIM VS. NETWORK II.5 COMPARISON
PARAMETER
TOT AL Tllvffi
TOT AL COLLISION
TOT AL FRAMES
TOTAL DAT A TRANSFERRED
AGGREGATE DATA RATE
PERCENT UTILIZATION

LANSIM
10.0 seconds
0
1154
13,824,000 bits
1.3824 Mbits/sec
14.1756 %

NETWORK 11.5
10.0 seconds
0
1154
13,824,000 bits
1.3824 Mbits/sec
14.0648 %

Benefits of LANSIM
LANSIM provides a relatively simple to use program which can accurately
simulate local area networks utilizing CSMA/CD as the bus access method. The
program requires a simple computer hardware configuration to allow the program to
execute. The main benefit of LANSIM is the ability to model a complete local area
network to obtain such items as percent utilization, aggregate data rates, and collision
statistics. This information can be derived prior to the purchase of the network
hardware, reducing the risk of the purchase.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
ANSI/IEEE STD 802.3-1985 SUMMARY
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ANSI/IEEE STD 802.3-1985 SUMMARY
The ANSI/IEEE Std 802.3-1985, Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Detection (CSMA/CD) Access Method Specification is part of a family of standards
dealing with the Physical and Data Link Layers as defined by the ISO Open System
Interconnection Reference Model. The access standards define three types of media
access technologies and associated physical media, each appropriate for particular
applications or system objectives. The standards defining these technologies are

(1) IEEE Std 802.3-1985, a bus utilizing CSMA/CS as the access method
(2) IEEE Std 802.4-1985, a bus utilizing token passing as the access method
(3) IEEE Std 802.5-1985, a ring utilizing token passing as the access method
The 802.3 Standard defines a media access method that is the means by which
two or more stations (nodes) share a common bus transmission medium (physical
network). To transmit, a station waits (defers) for a quiet period on the medium (no
other station is transmitting) and then sends the intended message in bit-serial form. If,
after initiating a transmission, the message collides with that of another station, then
each transmitting station intentionally sends a few more bytes Uam _size) to ensure the
propagation of the collision throughout the system. The station remains silent for a
random amount of time (truncated binary exponential backoff) before attempting to
transmit again.
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The standard is comprehensive for Local Area Networks employing CSMA/CD at
the access method. The standard encompasses several media types and techniques for
signal rates from 1 to 20 Mbits/sec.

The specification provided the necessary

information and parameter values for a 10 Mbits/sec CSMA/CD LAN implementation.

APPENDIXB
PROBABILITY Th1PLEMENT ATIONS
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PROBABILITY IMPLEMENTATIONS
The three probability distributions used by the LANSIM package are generated
from the Turbo Pascal function random which returns a pseudo-random real number r
where

(25)

0<= r < l.

The order of values returned by the function will remain the same between different
runs of the LANSIM program, given the same input, provided the control flag
initialize_randomizer

= 0. If this flag is set to one, then different results will be

generated by LANSIM, even with identical input.

Discrete Uniform Distribution
The discrete uniform distribution is created from the stream of random numbers.
The following equation will return a value U that is uniformly distributed between the
specified the min- value , max- value , and parameter k.

U

max value - min value + 1
k

= [INT (r k )] - - - - - - - - - - + min value.

(26)

Normal Distribution
The normal distribution is created from the stream of random numbers. First, two
independent and standard normal (µ

=

0 and cr

=

1.0) numbers z 1 and z 2 are

generated from two uniform random numbers r 1 and r 2 in the range O<= r n < 1 using
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(27)

and
(28)

These standard normal values can be transformed into two independent values x 1 and
x 2 of a normal random variable X with mean

µ and variance

cr2 using
(29)

and
(30)

Exponential Distribution
The exponential distribution is created from the stream of random numbers. The
equation that will result in an exponentially distributed value E, from a random value
r is

E

where

Pis

In (r)

= - -~-,

the controlling parameter of the distribution.

(31)
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INPUT FILE FORMATS
database .NET

LINE NUMBER
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

DATA TYPE
<float>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<float>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<float>

VALUE
bandwidth
address - size
min- data- size
max- data- size
interframe_gap
slot time
backoff- limit
attempt_limit
jam_size
error rate

UNITS
Mb its/sec
bytes
bytes
bytes
microseconds
bytes

bytes
failures/second

database.RUN

LINE NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

DATA TYPE
<float>
<float>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>

VALUE
integer
aver window
sim- start- state
printer_size
init random
LOG- 802- 3- viol
LOG_avg_stats
LOG- collisions
LOG net errors
LOG- resch xfers
LOG unacc xfers

UNITS
sim- duration
seconds
0 = stdy-st 1 = wst-cse
number of columns
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
0 = no, 1 = yes
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database.RES

HOST MODEL SPECIFICATION
RELATIVE LINE NUMBER
VALUE
1

"H"

2

Description
Node ID
Effective Transfer Rate

3
4

WORKSTATION MODEL SPECIFICATION
FOR EACH WORKSTATION ...
VALUE
RELATIVE LINE NUMBER
1

"W"

2
3
4
5

Description
Quantity
Node ID
Effective Transfer Rate

FOR EACH COMMUNICATION LINK ...
VALUE
RELATIVE LINE NUMBER
Acceptable Transfer Time
1
Link Node ID
2
"R" or "S" (Request or Send)
3
Inter-Transfer Time Distribution
4
Filesize Distribution
5

APPENDIX D
OUTPUT FILE EXAMPLES
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OUTPUT FILE EXAMPLES
database.LOG
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LOG FILE for Database "DEMOl"

Reading Simulation Control (File= "DEMOl.RUN"}
Reading Physical Network Configuration (File= "DEMOl.NET"}
Reading Network Resources For Descriptions and IDs (File= "DEMOl.RES"}
Reading Network Resources for Communication Links (File= "DEMOl.RES")
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM
0.000 TO
1.000
Data Rate 0.00000 Models Req =
0.00000 LAN Util =
0.00304
XT 0.0000 TF-1 TC=O TT-0 TR-0 PR=0 TD=
0.0000 PD= 0.0000
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM
1.000 TO
2.000
Data Rate=
1.53600 Models Req =
0.17653 LAN Util = 15.75280
XT 0.1765 TF=l29 TC-0 TT-1 TR-1 PR=0 TD=l536000.0000 PD= 0.0000
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM
2.000 TO
3.000
Data Rate 3.07200 Models Req =
0.35342 LAN Util = 31.49824
XT 0.5300 TF=385 TC=0 TT-1 TR=l PR=0 TD=4608000.0000 PD= 0.0000
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM
3.000 TO
5.000
Data Rate=
0.76800 Models Req =
0.08827 LAN Util =
7.87456
XT 0.7065 TF=513 TC-0 TT=2 TR=l PR=0 TD=6144000.0000 PD= 0.0000
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM
5.000 TO
6.000
Data Rate=
1.53600 Models Req =
0.17653 LAN Util = 15.74912
XT 0.8830 TF=641 TC-0 TT=3 TR=l PR=0 TD=7680000.0000 PD= 0.0000
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM
6.000 TO
7.000
Data Rate 3.07200 Models Req =
0.35342 LAN Util = 31.50496
XT 1.2364 TF=898 TC=0 TT-3 TR-2 PR=0 TD=l0752000.0000 PD= 0.0000
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM
7.000 TO
9.000
7.87456
Data Rate 0.76800 Models Req 0.08827 LAN Util
XT 1.4130 TF=-1026 TC-0 TT-4 TR=2 PR=0 TD-12288000.0000 PD= 0.0000
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM
9.000 TO
10.000
15.74912
Data Rate 1.53600 Models Req 0.17653 LAN Util
XT 1.5895 TF-1154 TC-0 TT-5 TR-2 PR-0 TD-13824000.0000 PD= 0.0000
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM
10.000 TO
10.000
15.74912
Data Rate 1.53600 Models Req
0.17653 LAN Util
XT 1.5895 TF=ll54 TC=0 TT=S TR=2 PR=0 TD=l3824000.0000 PD= 0.0000
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database.OUT
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SIMULATION SUMMARY (Database

PHYSICAL NETWORK PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Total Simulation Time:
Total Data Transferred:
Aggregate Data Rate:
LAN Utilization:
Avg In Progress Requests :
Total File Tranfers:
Total File Requests:
Total Pending Requests:
Total Acceptable Transfers:
Total Unacceptable Transfers:
Total Frames Transferred:
Total Collisions:

10.0000
13.8240
1.3824
14.1756
0 . 1589
5.00
2.00
0.00
7.00
0.00
1154. 00
0.00

seconds
Mb
Mb/s
%

DEMOl}

Page 1
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Page 2

SIMULATION SUMMARY (Database - DEMOl)

HOST MODEL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
No.

DESCRIPTION

1) FILE SERVER (1.2 Gbyte)

NODEID
NETFS

REQUESTS
2

COLLISIONS
0

FRAMES
512
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Page 3

SIMULATION SUMMARY (Database= DEMOl)

WORKSTATION MODEL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
No.

DESCRIPTION

1) WORKSTATION TYPE I
2) WORKSTATION TYPE II

NODEID QNTY NUM FRAME COLLISION RX HNDLED
WS T-1
WS T-2

1
1

640.00
2.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
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SIMULATION SUMMARY (Database

Page 4

DEMOl)

WORKSTATION MODEL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
No.

NODEID

1) WS T-1
2) WS T-2

NUM TX
5.00
0.00

NUM RX
0.00
2.00

NUM ACC
5.00
2.00

NUM UNACC

PEND REQ

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
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LIST OF LOG FILE ENTRIES
Below is a list of the possible messages that the LANSIM package can generate.
These are written the the database.LOG file during the a simulation. Each of the
warnings may be disabled by setting the appropriate flag in the database.RUN file.

WARNING - BANDWIDTH OUT OF RANGE FOR ANSI/IEEE Std 802.3-1985 This message is generated if the physical network bandwidth is specified
outside the range of one to 20 Mbits/sec. The simulation will continue to
execute with the user-specified value without any side-effects. This
warning can be suppressed by setting LOG_ANSIIIEEE_ 802 _3 _violations
= 0.
WARNING - ADDRESS SIZE OUT OF RANGE FOR ANSI/IEEE Std 802.31985 - This message is generated if the physical network address size is
specified as a value other than 2 or 6 bytes. The simulation will continue
to execute with the user-specified value without any side-effects. This
warning can be suppressed by setting LOG_ANSI/IEEE_802_3_violations
= 0.

=

=

WARNING - RESCHEDULED TRANSFER BY NODE <node id> AT TIME
<time> - This message is generated if an error occurred on the physical
network or if the attempt_limit had been reached on a particular frame
causing a frame to be rescheduled for transmission. The simulation will
continue to execute without any side-effects. This warning can be
suppressed by setting LOG_rescheduled_transfers = 0.

WARNING - UNACCEPTABLE TRANSFER TIME FOR NODE = <node id>
AT TIME = <time> - This message is generated if a request for data is
not completed in less than the specified unacceptable_time. The
simulation will continue to execute without any side-effects. This warning
can be suppressed by setting LOG_unacceptable_transfers = 0.
WARNING - NETWORK ERROR DETECTED BY NODE = <node- id> AT
TIME = <time> - This message is generated if an error occurs in the
physical network. If possible, the erred frame will be rescheduled. The
simulation will continue to execute without any side-effects. This warning
can be suppressed by setting LOG_network_errors = 0.
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WARNING - COLLISION DETECTED BY NODES = <node ids> AT TIME =
<time> - This message is generated if a collision is detected on the
network. A list of all nodes involved with the collision is printed along
with the time the collision is first detected. The simulation will continue
to execute without any side-effects. This warning can be suppressed by
setting LOG_collisions = 0.
AVERAGE NETWORK STATS FROM <start_time> TO <stop_time> - This
message is generated at the end of each averaging_window. Following the
message will be a list of values showing the aggregate data rate, mean
number or waiting nodes, and the network utilization for the previous
averaging_window.
This message can be suppressed by setting
LOG_ average_statistics = 0.
WARNING - NEGATIVE TRANSFER TIME GENERATED - CLAMPED TO
ZERO - This message is generated if the specified inter-transfer
distribution produces a negative value during the execution of the program.
A value of zero is used and processing continues.
WARNING - NEGATIVE FILE SIZE GENERATED - CLAMPED TO ZERO This message is generated if the specified file size distribution produces a
negative value during the execution of the program. A value of zero is
used and processing continues.
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